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Кs tСО КnКlysТs МКn sСoа „ВОs АО CКn‟ (Bέ OЛКmК)έ TСТs Тs Кn ТmportКnt 
element for a persuasion text. Punctuation make people observe or hear more 
details than it is need in a political campaign. When people hear a good, 
rhythmic or humouristic slogan they are more likely to believe in what they 
are listening to.  

This research supports my idea that society is ruled by the upper class 
people, sometimes even if people are sure that they are making the rules or 
the life. This is not quite true. People are not yet able to be independent 
enough to live their lives to the fullest and those persons who are more 
capable of this are ruling the country, the rest are just surviving under 
somОonО‟s Мontrolέ BЮt I СopО tСКt onО НКy Тt аТll ЛО НТffОrОnt, Кll of Юs аТll 
have the opportunity to rule his or her own territory in a true and own way 
without hurting or subjugated the others, without crimes and low salaries, etc  
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HISTORICAL APPROACH TO METAPHOR 

Diana CAZAC, FКМultКteКădeăLТmЛТă ТăLТterКturТăStr Тne 

LuМrКreКă dКt ă repreгТnt ă oă КЛordКreă teoretТМ ă Кă studТerТТă unoră pКrtТМulКrТt Тă Кleă
fТgurТlorădeăstТlă (metКforeТ)ă lКănТvelurТă lТngvТstТМ,ă lТterКr,ă soМТoМulturКlă şТă estetТМ.ăRolulă
lТmЛКjuluТă lТterКră ьnă МКlТtКteă deă lТmЛКjă speМТКlТгКtă Мuă Мon Тnută proprТuă şТă oă serТeă deă
МКrКМterТstТМТăspeМТfТМeăvКrТКг ăьnădependen ădeăsТstemulălТngvТstТМ.ăTotuşТ,ăТndТferentădeă
lТmЛ ,ăoămКreăpКrteădТnătr s turТleăsКleăspeМТfТМeăesteăeбplТМКt ăprin Тnfluen КăfКМtorТloră
istorici, culturali, sociКlТăşТăpolТtТМТăКsuprКălТmЛКjuluТălТterКrăКlăМomunТt ТТălТngvТstТМe. 

TСО EnРlТsС mОtКpСor НОrТЯОs from tСО 16tС Мέ OlН FrОnМС mцtКpСorО, 
аСТМС МomОs from tСО LКtТn mОtКpСorК, “МКrryТnР oЯОr”, Тn tЮrn from tСО 
GrООФ μεταφορ  (mОtКpСorп), “trКnsfОr”, from μεταφ ρω (mОtКpСОrō), “to 
МКrry oЯОr”, “to trКnsfОr” КnН tСКt from μετ  (mОtК), “ЛОtаООn” φ ρω 
(pСОrō), “to ЛОКr”, “to МКrry”έ 

The metaphor has generally been understood as a figurative expression 
which interprets a thing or action through an implied comparison with 
something else. Aristotle, who is usually considered the originator of 
„МompКrТson‟ tСОorТОs of mОtКpСor, НОsМrТЛОН mОtКpСors Тn tСО RСОtorТМ Кs 
elliptical similes – МompКrТsons of „tСТnРs tСКt КrО rОlКtОН ЛЮt not oЛЯТoЮsly 
so‟ аТtСoЮt ЮsТnР „lТФО‟ or „Кs‟έ AММorНТnР to ArТstotlО, tСО ЛОst or „most аОll 
lТФОН‟ typО of mОtКpСor trКnsfОrs Тts mОКnТnР from onО sЮЛУОМt or „rОРТstОr‟ to 
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another through the principle of analogy. As Aristotle observes in the Poetics, 
these metaphors often depend on logical relationships between multiple 
tОrmsέ TСО mОtКpСor „olН КРО Тs tСО ОЯОnТnР of lТfО‟, for ТnstКnМО, rОlТОs on tСО 
relation between a set of terms describing day and another set describing age. 
The idea of metaphor can be traced back to Aristotle [2, p.27]. He defines 
“mОtКpСor” Кs folloаs: “MОtКpСor Тs tСО КpplТМКtТon of К strКnРО tОrm ОТtСОr 
transferred from the genus and applied to the species or from the species and 
КpplТОН to tСО РОnЮs, or from onО spОМТОs to КnotСОr or ОlsО Лy КnКloРyέ” For 
the sake of clarity and comprehension it might additionally be useful to quote 
tСО folloаТnР КltОrnКtТЯО trКnslКtТon: “MОtКpСor Тs tСО КpplТМКtТon of Кn КlТОn 
name by transference either from genus to species or from species to genus or 
from species to species, or by analogy, that is, proportion. Aristotelian 
approaches to metaphor remained largely unchallenged until 1936, when I.A. 
RТМСКrНs offОrОН аСКt pСТlosopСОr MКx BlКМФ СКs tОrmОН Кn „ТntОrКМtТon‟ 
views of metaphor. Critiquing both Aristotle's notion of metaphor as special 
or ornamental use of language, and his assumption that metaphor involves the 
mere substitution of one term for another, Richards claimed that metaphor 
relies on a complex interaction of thoughts, rather than a process of linguistic 
substitutionsέ To ОxplКТn Сoа К mОtКpСor fЮnМtТons Кs К „НoЮЛlО ЮnТt‟, 
RТМСКrНs ТntroНЮМОН tСО tОrms „tОnor‟ КnН „ЯОСТМlО‟, аСТМС rОfОr to tСО 
„prТnМТpКl sЮЛУОМt‟ КnН tСО nКmО of tСО fТРЮrКtТЯО tОrm ТtsОlf, rОspОМtТЯОlyέ (In 
tСО mОtКpСor „JЮlТОt Тs tСО sЮn‟, for ОxКmplО, „JЮlТОt‟ аoЮlН ЛО tСО tОnor КnН 
„sЮn‟ tСО ЯОСТМlОέ) RТМСКrНs' tСОory of mОtКpСor Кs tСО proНЮМt of Кn 
interaction between vehicle and tenor was later refined by Max Black in his 
1962 book [4, p.77], Models and Metaphors. In this volume, Black suggested 
tСКt К mОtКpСor КМts Кs К „fТltОr‟ Тn аСТМС tаo or morО sЮЛУОМts ТntОrКМt 
КММorНТnР to К „systОm of КssoМТКtОН МommonplКМОs‟ (К sСКrОН sОt of МЮltЮrКl 
responses) to produce new meanings for the entire phrase or sentence. In the 
mОtКpСor „Tom Тs К fox‟, tСОn, not only Тs „Tom‟ ЯТОаОН Тn tОrms of МЮltЮrКl 
КssoМТКtТons of foxОs Кs sly МrОКtЮrОs, ЛЮt „fox‟ Тs Кlso rОТntОrprОtОН tСroЮРС 
its juxtaposition with a human male. 

In the late 1970s, John Searle rejected both interaction and comparison 
theories of metaphor, and offered an understanding of metaphor based on the 
„spОКФОr's ЮttОrКnМО mОКnТnР‟έ In ExprОssТon КnН MОКnТnР, СТs 1979 stЮНy of 
speech act theory, Searle criticized earlier approaches to metaphor on the 
grounds that they tried to locate the meaning of metaphors in the sentences or 
metaphorical expressions themselves. Instead, Searle suggested, we must 
examine the slippage between the speaker's meaning and the sentence or 
word meaning. In other words, metaphorical utterances work not because a 
certain juxtaposition of words produces a change in the meaning of the 
lexical elements but because the speaker's meaning differs from their literal 
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ЮsКРОέ TСЮs pСrКsОs lТФО „It's РОttТnР Сot Тn СОrО‟ or „SКlly Тs К ЛloМФ of ТМО‟ 
function as metaphors only in certain contexts with specific truth conditions: 
there is no single principle according to which metaphors operate. 

Despite divergent theories of the ways in which metaphors operate, 
twentieth-century approaches have almost uniformly attempted to broaden 
traditional conceptions of metaphor as special use of language, offering an 
understanding of metaphor as a fundamental cognitive process or structure. In 
sСort, mОtКpСor МКmО to ЛО sООn Кs „tСО omnТprОsОnt prТnМТplО of lКnРЮКРО‟ 
(Richards), as a basic pattern of organizing and concertizing experience. No 
longer simply the domain of rhetoric or literary studies, metaphor has, over 
the past three decades, become a central topic of debate for fields like 
psychology, linguistics, philosophy, and the cultural studies of science. 

Indeed, historically, metaphor was considered only a rhetorical device: a 
way of embellishing (or adorning) the language to make the presentation of 
an idea more beautiful, effective, and vivid. However, scholars have come to 
acknowledge the almost universal presence of metaphor in all our speech and 
even thought, coming to much broader conclusions about the nature, 
function, and power of metaphor in human culture. Detailed analysis of the 
current theory of metaphor reveals that metaphor is a part and parcel of our 
tСoЮРСt proМОssОsέ It‟s nОТtСОr ЮnТqЮО nor rОstrТМtОН to Кny „spОМТКl ЮsКРОs‟ Тn 
literature. As Lakoff and Turner claimed in their seminal paper titled 
Metaphors We Live By (1980) [3, p.3], studying metaphors may be one of 
the more fruitful ways of approaching fundamental logic. We, unfamiliar 
readers, cannot fully appreciate the significance of metaphor unless we first 
consider the theoretical underpinnings of the concept and what current 
scholars in philosophy, psychology, and cognitive scientists have to say about 
it. Apart from that, and as a pretext, over viewing the omnipresence of 
metaphors in our life will help us realize just how broad the topic is, rather 
than being restricted, as traditionally thought, to the area of effective 
language skills. 

While speaking about metaphor we must always remember: the force of 
one and the same metaphor may be different. In some cases the emotive 
charge may be very strong; in others it may be weak. It depends on the use of 
a metaphor in one and the same function. Due to the overuse of the metaphor 
it may become hackneyed, trite and loses its freshness and brightness.  

When looking at what is a metaphor, it may be easier to understand if 
viewed as a figure of speech. It is an expression that is used to denote 
something, not from a literal meaning, but a similar, figurative meaning. It is 
using symbols in place of reality. We use metaphors and symbols in the 
English language every day. Poetry and entire novels can get very creative in 
their use of metaphors and symbols, to provide parallels of meaning in a non-
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literal way. The use of metaphors by authors is a way for them to illustrate a 
point without coming right out and saying it. It is a tool used to get you to 
really think about something, to find new meaning in it and to see it from a 
different angle. It is ways to have the reader enter a different sphere, a 
different way of thinking. When we ponder on what is a metaphor, we realize 
that metaphors are tools to tell a story. The use of metaphors is also a method 
to teach you something at a deeper level. The use of metaphors also helps an 
author illustrate a point in the language of the everyday life.  
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LINGUISTIC BIOGRAPHY OF TRANSLATION BUREAU 
EMPLOYEE IN MOLDOVA (a case study) 

Cristina BUDEANU,ăFКМultКteКădeăLТmЛТăşТăLТterКturТăStr Тne 

L'oЛjeМtТfă prТnМТpКlă deă Мetteă reМСerМСeă estă deă dцМrТreă leă mКtцrТelă tСцorТqueă etă
prКtТqueă enă Мeă queă МonМerneă lesă МКrКМtцrТstТquesă soМТolТnguТstТquesă desă dТsМoursă
enregТstrцsăd'unăgroupeădeăpersonnesăТnterrogцes.ăPourăКtteТndreănotreăorЛjeМtТfănousă
nousăproposonsăd‟ăКnКlвserăetăsвntСцtТserăleămКterТКlătСцorТqueăoЛtenuădesăreМСerМСeă
prцМцdenteă dКnsă leă mêmeă domКТneă etă lesă rцsultКtsă oЛtenusă pКră d'Кutresă МСerМСeursă
envТsКgentă lesă mКtцrТКuбă proposцsă pКră leă ConseТl Europцen.ă Aussi, nous nous 
proposonsă deă fКТreă uneă desМrТptТonă dцtКТllцeă deă МСКqueă personneă Тnterrogцeă poură
oЛtenТrănotreăpropreărцsultКtsăpourăsoutenТrăouărefuserăМertКТnesătСцorТesăprцМцdentes. 

The language is a very vast domain for research, but it is narrowed when 
it comes to communication. Communication is the most important act in all 
pОoplО‟s lТfО, ЛОМКЮsО Тt РТЯОs mОКnТnР to ОЯОrytСТnР аО Нo or tСТnФ or oЮРСt 
to do, even our dreams have a shape when they are expressed through words. 
Each language has its own peculiar feature specific only for that very 
language. Expressing ideas, thoughts can be accomplished through different 
methods such as drawing, showing signs, through music, gestures and mainly 
through words i.e. speaking. From the ancient times people used to 
communicate and due to the mixes there happened we have different 
languages that interfered into each other development.  

The relevance of this research consists in providing a wider perspective 
on the study of linguistic biography of a person. We can affirm that it is a 
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